
Ear-Training Homework for Wed, 2/1. 

 

30 Minute Self-Paced Practice Report 

We are going to start a little practice journal in which we record the work we do for the ear-training part 

of the class.  Over the course of the semester we’ll make a few entries. 

The idea is simple.  Do 30 minutes of any kind of practice that goes with our ear-training and music-

reading agenda.  (You can break it into short segments, if you like.)  Then, tell me about it.  Try to include 

some thoughts on how it went.  Pretty much anything that is submitted on time is going to be an 

automatic “check plus” (100 points). 

 

Things to do 

Cleffing – you can practice our “Level Up” exercises for treble or bass clef, or use an app to get your 

speed and accuracy up. 

Rhythm – practice the rhythms from our anthology, with conducting or without.  Conduct or tap along 

with recorded music to improve your sense of beat or your conducting pattern. 

Melody – do scalar patterns in solfège, or figure out melodies from our anthology.  You can figure out 

some familiar children’s melodies in solfège, pop tunes, etc. 

Writing stuff down – write down a rhythm or melody off a recording.  You can submit it to me to check it 

over if you like.  I have something called “web dictation” on davesmey.com that can play you something 

and then show you the answer. 

Partner up – partner up with a classmate or other music friend.  Two people can claim the same 30 

minutes, as long as you both write it up from your perspective. :) 

 

How to submit 

This doesn’t have to be long.  A few sentences is fine, a big paragraph is great.  You can handwrite it, 

type it up, email it, or I’ll also give you a web form on the blog that you can type it into.   Any format is 

fine. 

 

Things I don’t like 

Sometimes people just say that they played their instrument for a half hour.  That’s kind of 

disappointing, since it doesn’t really engage our agenda in this class in a specific way.  And obviously I’m 

not going to like reports that troll me and say crazy things.  


